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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers thequestion.
SCENARIO 9-4
A drug company is considering marketing a new local anesthetic. The effective time of the anesthetic thedrug company is currently producing has a normal distribution with a mean of 7.4 minutes with astandard deviation of 1.2 minutes. The chemistry of the new anesthetic is such that the effective timeshould be normally distributed with the same standard deviation, but the mean effective time may belower. If it is lower, the drug company will market the new anesthetic; otherwise, they will continue toproduce the older one. A sample of size 36 results in a sample mean of 7.1. A hypothesis test will be doneto help make the decision.

1) True or False: Referring to Scenario 9-4, if the level of significance had been chosenas 0.05, the company would market the new anesthetic.A) True B) False
1)

SHORT ANSWER.  Write the word or phrase that best completes each statement or answers thequestion.
2) Referring to Scenario 9-4, the value of the test statistic is ________. 2)
3) Referring to Scenario 9-4, for a test with a level of significance of 0.10, thecritical value would be ________. 3)

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers thequestion.
4) True or False: Suppose, in testing a hypothesis about a mean, the p-value iscomputed to be 0.034. The null hypothesis should be rejected if the chosen level ofsignificance is 0.01.A) True B) False

4)

5) A manager of the credit department for an oil company would like to determinewhether the mean monthly balance of credit card holders is equal to $75. An auditorselects a random sample of 100 accounts and finds that the mean owed is $83.40 witha sample standard deviation of $23.65. If you were to conduct a test to determinewhether the auditor should conclude that there is evidence that the mean balance isdifferent from $75, which test would you use?A) Z test of a population mean B) Z test of a population proportionC) t test of population mean D) t test of a population proportion

5)
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